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Curators’ Talk at 3pm:
Saturday, May 21 with Sara Reisman
Saturday, June 11 with Welmoed Laanstra
Saturday, June 25 with Ernesto M. Santalla
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Artisphere, Washington Project for the Arts, and Washington Sculptors
Group would like to thank the following galleries and individuals for
their support of Contain, Maintain, Sustain: Addison/Ripley Fine Art,
Conner Contemporary Art, David B. Smith Gallery, Eleven Rivington,
galería elba benítez, G Fine Art, Handle With Care, Inc., HMB Transport,
Industry Gallery, Patrick McDonough, Robert Mann Gallery, José Ruiz,
Stephanie Slewka, and Thierry Goldberg Projects.
Washington Sculptors Group (WSG) is a volunteer, non-profit
organization dedicated to promoting awareness of sculpture and
fostering exchanges among sculptors, sculpture enthusiasts, and the
public. Organized in 1984, membership has grown to include almost 400
area artists. The WSG sponsors frequent public programs and organizes
professional sculpture exhibitions juried by prominent curators.
www.washingtonsculptors.org
Washington Project for the Arts is an independent, nonprofit 501(c)(3)
organization whose mission is to provide essential resources to support
the creative spirit and success of regional artists. WPA presents
contemporary art through imaginative and provocative programs, and
connects artists with the community in both traditional and unexpected
ways. www.wpadc.org
WPA is supported by its members, Board of Directors, invaluable volunteers, and by
generous contributions from the D.C. Commission on the Arts & Humanities, William
C. Paley Foundation, The Morris and Gwendolyn Cafritz Foundation, Susan & Dixon
Butler, Gallery O/H, Abramson Family Foundation, Arent Fox LLP, Akridge, Bernstein
Family Foundation, Michael Abrams, Annie Adjchavanich, Carolyn Alper, Elizabeth
Ballantine, Jay & Pamela Bothwell , Diane & Alan Chase, Liz & Tim Cullen, James G.
Davis Construction Corporation (DAVIS), James & Sandra Fitzpatrick, Nadine GabaiBotero & Luis Botero, Carol Brown Goldberg & Henry H. Goldberg, Corri Goldman &
Michael Spivey, Tom Graham & Christine Varney, Haleh Design, Suzanne Hellmuth &
Jock Reynolds, Hickok Cole Architects, Giselle & Ben Huberman, Betsy Karel, KPMG
Washington Foundation, Yvette Kraft, Vivienne Lassman, Keith & Stephanie Lemer/
WellNet Healthcare, Susan B. Levine, Barbara & Robert Liotta, Microsoft, Jennifer
Motruk Loy & Luke Loy, MOI Inc., Tom O’Donnell & Caroline Fawcett, David Ogden
& Anne Harkavy, Carol & David Pensky, Susan Pillsbury, Tony & Heather Podesta,
Salesforce.com Foundation, Robert Shapiro, Sidley Austin LLP, Lauren & Fernando SilvaPinto, Sotheby’s Institute of Art, TTR Sotheby’s International Realty, Vivo Design, Frank
& Emily Vogl, Alexia & Rod Von Lipsey, The Washington Post Company, Joan & Bruce
Weber, Ellen & Jim Wilner, Bill Wooby, Michelle & David Zook, and numerous individuals.

Related Programming at Artisphere:
For more information on the following programs, go to
http://www.artisphere.com/
The Community Quilt Project with Artist Michael Booker
Wednesday, June 22 – Wednesday, July 6 / FREE / Works In Progress Gallery
ART MAKING DROP IN: All ages
Week 1: Bring in materials that represent community and collective memory
Wednesday, June 22, 4-8pm / Thursday, June 23, noon – 4pm / Friday, June
24, 4-8pm / Saturday, June 25, noon – 4pm / Sunday, June 26, noon – 4pm
Week 2: Finishing the community quilt
Wednesday, June 29, 4-8pm / Thursday, June 30, noon – 4pm / Friday, July 1,
4-8pm / Saturday, July 2, noon – 4pm / Sunday, July 3, noon – 4pm
Artist Talk and Quilt Presentation, Wednesday July 6, 6pm
S.O.S. Guilds: Art as a Tool for Social Change on Sustainability and Ecology
Saturday, July 9 – Sunday, July 31 / FREE / Works In Progress Gallery
ART MAKING DROP IN: Change4Change & Money Trees
Saturday, July 9 & Sunday, July 10 / 11am – 7pm / All ages
Make DIY (do-it-yourself) piggy banks and create a forest of various shaped
trees, flora, and fauna from real bank notes that were acquired by the artist
from Ebay.
SUN TAG! Family Drop in with Greg Braun
Saturday, July 9 / 11am - 1pm / FREE / Outdoor Terrace
Learn SketchUp: Visualizing, Creating, and Presenting your Creativity Digitally
Instructor: Greg Braun, professional CAD consultant and training instructor
Education Lab / $10 / Ages 15+
Session 1: Intro to Sketch Up – Presentation
Wednesday, June 8 & Sunday, June 12 / 2pm
Session 2: Hands On Sketch Up - Bring your laptop!
Wednesday July 6 & Sunday, July 10 / 2pm
A Dream of Gaia: Earth Through Science and Myth with Martin Ogle,
Chief Naturalist of the Northern Virginia Regional Park Authority
Tuesday, July 12 / 7pm / Pay-What-You-Can / Dome Theater

Artisphere is a new breed of urban arts center that features four
performance venues, three visual art galleries, a 4,000 square foot
ballroom, free Wi-Fi, and here CaféBar. Artisphere’s wide array of
thought-provoking and innovative arts programming ranges from
contemporary visual art and new media works to theatre, performance
art, live music, and dancing. For more information about Artisphere and
its wide array of programming, visit www.artisphere.com.
Artisphere is managed by Arlington County Division of Parks,
Recreation, and Cultural Resources and supported in part by the
Rosslyn Business Improvement District and individuals, corporations,
and foundations. Artisphere is wheelchair accessible. Sign-language
interpreters available on request for events; two weeks advance notice
requested; TTY: 703-228-1855.
Designed by Ariel Wilchek (www.isitcandor.com)
Cover Images (left to right): Ground Covers Ronit Eisenbach,
Bush Dynasty Morgana King, Blue and Red Space Lina Vargas De La Hoz
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CONTAIN, MAINTAIN, SUSTAIN:
Exploring the Influence of Sustainability on Contemporary Art
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Jane Benson, Michael Booker, Greg Braun, Carlos Bunga, Michael Cataldi, Ronit Eisenbach, Gregory
Euclide, Tom Greaves, Rachel Higgins, Christopher K. Ho, Mariah Anne Johnson, Morgana King,
Barbara Liotta, LoVid, Mary Mattingly, Jens Praet, Cordy Ryman, Katrín Sigurdardóttir, Dan Steinhilber,
Tattfoo Tan, Katja Toporski, Lina Vargas De La Hoz, Julia von Eichel, Ishmael Randall Weeks

Installation view, $250 USD,
Michael Cataldi
Disco Globe X, Jane Benson

CURATORS:
Welmoed Laanstra, Public Art Projects Curator, Arlington County, Virginia Cultural Affairs
Sara Reisman, Director, Percent for Art, New York City Department of Cultural Affairs
Ernesto Santalla, AIA, LEED AP, Studio Santalla Inc.

Dredge, Mariah Anne Johnson

CURATORIAL STATEMENT:
Contain, Maintain, Sustain is an exhibition about our
temporal relationships to the built and natural worlds,
and how these relationships are impacted by our
understanding of ecology and sustainability. Amongst the
contributions of the twenty-four artists in the exhibition,
there are artworks that consider the unfixed nature of
place, artworks that question our perception of time, the
fluctuating value of natural resources, and resourceful
approaches to making the most out of very little materially.
These varied artistic approaches do not necessarily
coalesce into a single argument or position, but they do
reflect on an underlying concern about the future. How
long will the world as we know it exist? How do we make
our way in an ever-changing landscape, where previous
certainties no longer hold true?
Taking the architecture of Artisphere as a starting point,
Barbara Liotta, Ronit Eisenbach, Julia von Eichel, and
Greg Braun all work site-specifically within the building to
create new works that are at least partially defined by the
contours of its superstructure. Barbara Liotta’s sculptures
integrate opposites: heavy/light, coarse/soft, and random/
ordered. Her sculptures simultaneously hang and hover.
For Contain, Maintain, Sustain, Liotta created Janus (2011),
a site-specific piece suspended, hanging, and draped from
the top of a concave and convex wall. One side is composed
of eight parallel black cords meticulously knotted around
rough black granite rocks, whose weight keeps the string
taught, but is suspended in mid-air. The counterpoint to
this composition has four separate slabs each suspended
from two cords moving from the smallest in the center
to the largest, in the front, hanging on the two outside
cords. Complex in execution, the effect of the minimalist
construction is simple and serene, yet in this installation
suggests the very fine edge between survival and doom.
Ronit Eisenbach was put off by the vast, bleak sterility of
Artisphere. By contrast, this past winter at the MacDowell
Colony in Peterborough, New Hampshire, she was drawn
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Kamco Wave, Cordy Ryman

to the ground; in particular how changes in the weather
and seasons impacted the ground’s surface materials.
In Ground Covers (2011), Eisenbach has contained the
malleability of the earth through casts made by direct
impressions from the ground, which she’s translated from
New Hampshire to Arlington. By choosing aluminum as
a material and a square module, the artist reconciles
the richness of the natural context to the severity of
Artisphere’s form and material.
Rooted in painting, Julia von Eichel’s artwork posits subtle
natural elements into more sterile environments like the
white cube (or in this case, sphere) to extend architectural
and decorative details within a space. Acrylic, mylar,
thread, tape, a wall: with that, von Eichel created ground
up (2011); a construction both organic and geometric,
two and three-dimensional, and lighter than air. Whimsy
and chance combine to create ordered chaos due to the
artist’s evident control of the mediums, which is pushed
to the limit. An economy of means, using the least amount
of material to the maximum effect is exploited in this
piece, at turns reminiscent of Gaudí, Calatrava, and the
molten shapes of Dalí. Ultimately, von Eichel’s approach
comments on the surreal aesthetics that human ‘control’
of the environment produces. In the construction industry,
a “net-zero” building produces as much energy as it
consumes. In Window Ushers (2011), Greg Braun’s sitespecific “solar reflectors” installed on the building curtain
wall capture the sun’s trajectory to create patterns of light
on the floor of the Terrace Gallery. Transient in nature and
visible perhaps 90 minutes each day, the piece goes beyond
artistic expression to suggest day lighting techniques in
practical applications. Transcending the practical, however,
Braun’s piece captures the ephemeral qualities of daylight,
the impression of which, like music, exists outside of the
material world.
Many ecologically-based and sustainable artworks are

Shredded Bench—Capitol File Edition,
Jens Praet

Valleys and Temporary Lights, LoVid

Cut, Carlos Bunga

Preparatory sketch, Window Ushers,
Greg Braun

Kingcharlesrufuskingmartinluther
(Red Green Blue), Christopher K. Ho

Allowed to layer in the absence of lifting,
Gregory Euclide

Preparatory sketch, Heart of Hearts,
Tom Greaves

Janus, Barbara Liotta

Matter 1-3, Katja Toporski
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LIST OF WORKS:
Benson’s Disco Globe X (2010). One of a series of globes
that are covered in mirrored tiles, Benson has transformed
the globe to a disco ball. The reflective surfaces of these
works resist true reflection, suggesting that globalization
interferes with individual consciousness. Similar in scale
to Sigurdardóttir’s and Bunga’s projects, Benson’s Disco
Globe playfully demonstrates that the human relationship
to the earth is out of scale. The spaces between the tiles
reveal tiny visual clues to the map underneath, alluding
to the act of covering up, or tiling over, the world we’ve
inherited. Gregory Euclide’s layered landscape paintings
integrate the artist’s longing to understand how to
preserve nature’s resources while taking part in a more
contemporary lifestyle. Allowed to layer in the absence of
lifting (2009) appears from a certain distance as an idyllic
vision of a richly hued, natural landscape, that on closer
inspection reveals the starker reality of the debris of daily
life. The curling edges of the landscape expose paper thin,
white silhouettes of trees and other flora that share the
subtle intricacies of Julia von Eichel’s dropped paintings of
floral tendrils.
Landscapes on a slightly larger scale are featured in
artworks by Lina Vargas De La Hoz and Ishmael Randall
Weeks. Creating soft architectural spaces and landscapes
out of common personal items, like stitched together
pieces of clothing, Vargas introduces a new perspective on
the landscape from within. When entered and occupied by
viewers, Blue and Red Space (2010) becomes an alternative
reality and a new, fleeting, contemporary landscape.
Randall Weeks’ Untitled (2010) is a drafting table that has
been transformed through a process of carving layers of
magazines into a landscape. Like Sigurdardóttir’s Haul
IXX, Randall Weeks’ project is ambiguous in its locational
reference points, though some of the forms are suggestive
of the terraced hillsides of Ollantaytambo, Peru where
the artist grew up. Randall Weeks’ larger body of work
undermines the utility of objects of containment—boats,
housing, saddles—that allude to place and mobility in
daily life.
Mariah Anne Johnson’s work with household items like
bed sheets pushes the practice of reuse and repurpose
even further. Used and discarded, the artist has amassed
a huge inventory for site-specific installations, which are
assembled and disassembled and reused to the point
where some will eventually disintegrate. In Dredge (2011),
the material, lightweight, and malleable, is morphed
into intricate, layered assemblies that resemble interior
landscapes, and are at times reminiscent of patterns and
textures in Klimt paintings. Beyond recycling, one could
argue, her body of work suggests the concept of cradle
to cradle, whereby a product’s useful life through reuse,
repurposing, and recycling guarantees it will never make
its way to the waste stream, yet ultimately goes back to
the earth.
Two video installations by LoVid—Valleys and Temporary
Lights (2011) and Two of Three Near Death Experiences
(2010)—contemplate technological obsolescence and
mortality. Valleys, a video object that houses a video feed
visible through a cracked sculptural encasement, reads
like a video relic found in the future. In addition to video,
LoVid collaborators Tali Hinkis and Kyle Lapidus work with
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a variety of materials—fabric, circuit boards, performance,
among others—to consider how the “human body and
mind observe, process, and respond to both natural and
technological environments, and in the preservation of
data, signals, and memory.” Their patchwork textile-style
works and video assemblages put newer media in the
role of older media. Electronic materials are as likely to
be reconstituted as older media-based assemblages (like
Michael Booker’s collaged paintings). Two of Three Near
Death Experiences is a single channel video documenting
a period of loss in the duo’s lives, intermittently disrupted
by what appear to be electrical shorts, white noise, and
reverb.
A challenge we face in our daily lives is the prevalence
of the throwaway. Two elements that chart our passage
through the food chain are waste and time. Rachel
Higgins’ two new pieces, Nice Job and Don’t Worry,
(both 2011) refer to the signage on the doors of trash
cans found in public spaces like fast food restaurants,
parks, and shopping malls. The pieces are not actual
trashbins; they are the swinging, hinged lids on legs.
If trash is thrown down the proverbial trash chute, the
trash tumbles back onto the floor, reiterating a question
that permeates discussions about ecology and waste
management: where does our trash go after it’s been
thrown away? In times of government budget cuts, the
economic viability of true recycling—if and how the trash
we recycle actually ends up in recycling plants—is hard
to track. Less concrete is the notion of how our lives
on earth relate to a longer continuum of time. Artist
and designer Katja Toporski’s Matter 1-3 (2011) is an
investigation of the intrinsic value of art in relationship
to time. Toporski’s ephemeral installation documents
the process of decay and change, while exploring the
aesthetic aspects of disintegration. Her sculptures,
formed in jeweler’s molds and created out of gelatin,
will continuously evolve in shape and structure, while an
accompanying bronze piece, cast of the same mold, will
remain constant. Like Greaves, Toporski explores the
juxtaposition of formal permanence and daily transition.
Christopher K. Ho’s Kingcharlesrufuskingmartinluther
(Red Green Blue), (2007), is one of a set of three sculptural
time machines in the form of icosahedrons. The title
Kingcharlesrufuskingmartinluther (Red Green Blue) refers
to the original site for which the piece was conceived,
King Manor Park in Jamaica, Queens for an exhibition in
2007. Designed for travel through space and time, each
triangular surface of the time machine is in the color
palette of highway signs, and a central number (10, 25, 50,
or 100) occupies each of the triangular facets, designating
the years into the past or future one can travel if that facet
is pressed. As simple as it may seem, how we deal with
waste and natural resources corresponds directly to the
time we have, to the future. Even our use and consumption
of timepieces and other gadgets like computers and
mobile phones that enable more efficient movement
through time and space will impact the time we have on
this earth. What energy do these objects consume? Where
do they go once discarded for the next model?
Long live the throwaway.

Jane Benson Disco Globe X, 2010, Mirror pieces and wood 17” x 12” x 13” $2000
Courtesy the artist and Thierry Goldberg Projects
Michael Booker Gumption (Bricklayer with Variation), 2011, Cut doors, shutters, shelf, baluster, twine, hinges,
and miscellaneous objects 60” x 52” $1500
Greg Braun Window Ushers, 2011, Painted plywood and glass mirrors 67” x 140” x 10” NFS
Carlos Bunga Cut, 2002, Single channel DVD, color, sound. Ed. 5 + 2 Artist Proofs 49 Seconds NFS
Courtesy the artist and galería elba benítez
Michael Cataldi $250 USD, April 21, 2011, 88% copper, 8% zinc, 4% tin 56.05 lbs $500
Ronit Eisenbach Ground Covers, Arlington, VA, Spring, 2011, Cast aluminum, Five pieces 23” x 23” variable height NFS
Ground Covers, MacDowell Colony, Peterborough, NH, Winter, 2011, Archival pigment print on
Shiko handmade rice paper Two photographs, each 24” x 38.5” $1500 each
With gratitude to Michael Fisher, the MacDowell Colony, Montgomery College, Lincoln Mudd, John
Deamond, and the University of Maryland
Gregory Euclide Allowed to layer in the absence of lifting, 2009, Acrylic, paper, pencil, and photo transfer
14.5” x 23” x 5” $3500 Courtesy David B. Smith Gallery
Tom Greaves Heart of Hearts, 2011, Wire, steel, birdseed (nuts, berries, seeds), soil, grasses, shepherd’s hook,
wood, and acrylic 84” x 24” x 24” $2400
Rachel Higgins Nice Job, 2011, Plywood and paint 38.5” x 16” x 15” $1150
Don’t Worry, 2011, Plywood and paint 47” x 18” x 15.5” $1400
Christopher K. Ho Kingcharlesrufuskingmartinluther (Red Green Blue), 2007, Slightly weathered time machine
38” diameter NFS Collection José Ruiz
Mariah Anne Johnson Dredge, 2011, Folded bed sheets Dimensions variable Price on Request
Morgana King Petrosapien Dynasty, 2011, Ceramic and mixed media 14” x 12” x 18” $1800
Crudewar Dynasty, 2011, Ceramic and mixed media 14” x 12” x 18” $1800
GoldmanSachs Dynasty, 2011, Ceramic and mixed media 14” x 12” x 18” $1800
Bush Dynasty, 2008, Ceramic and mixed media 14” x 12” x 18” $1800
Barbara Liotta Janus, 2011, Blue Pearl granite and lift cord 129” x 90” x 14” $10000
Special Thanks to Fernando’s Marble
LoVid Two of Three Near Death Experiences, 2010, Video 1 minute 50 seconds $700
Valleys and Temporary Lights, 2011, Wood, acrylic, and LCD screen 9” x 11” x 14” $2400
Mary Mattingly Everything You Own, Including the Shirt Off My Back, Ongoing, Bike, mannequin, boxes, rope,
and packing tape 30” x 14” x 12” $20000 Courtesy Robert Mann Gallery
Jens Praet Shredded Bench—White Documents, 2011, Shredded paper and resin 16” x 35” x 14” $5000
Shredded Bench—Capitol File Edition, 2011, Shredded magazines and resin 16” X 35” X 14” $5000
Courtesy Industry Gallery
Ishmael Randall Weeks Untitled, 2010, Carved magazines, desk, steel tubing, lamp, Urban Planning in Pre-Colombian
America by Jorge Hardoy, and Arquitectura y Construcción Incas en Ollantaytambo by Jean-Pierre
Protzen Dimensions variable $12500 Courtesy Eleven Rivington Gallery
Cordy Ryman Kamco Wave, 2010, Exterior grade latex house paint on wood Dimensions variable NFS
Courtesy Conner Contemporary Art
Katrín Sigurdardóttir Haul IXX, 2009, Wood, resin, and pigments 11” x 27” x 10.5” $13500
Courtesy Eleven Rivington Gallery
Dan Steinhilber Untitled, 2009, Electric floor fan, bottomless trash can, and bag 120” x 30” x 30” $10000
Courtesy G Fine Art
Tattfoo Tan S.O.S. Guilds, 2011, Card stock, vinyl poster, pushpins, and pen Dimensions variable NFS
Katja Toporski Matter 1-3, 2011, Gelatin and fungi 10” x 8” x 1” NFS
Transformation, 2011, Bronze 10” x 8” x 1” NFS
Untitled, 2011, Video 1 minute NFS
Lina Vargas De La Hoz Blue and Red Space, 2010, Blue and red sweaters, PVC pipe frame, and steel wire rope
Two cubes, 60” x 60” x 60” each $3000
Julia von Eichel ground up, 2011, Acrylic, mylar, string, and wood Dimensions variable $10000
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shaped by their immediate environmental constraints.
Working within the financial constraints of the exhibition,
Michael Cataldi conceived $250 USD (April 21, 2011) to
create a work of art, composed of bronze material, equal in
monetary value to the artist’s honorarium for participation
in this show. The work—56.05 pounds of bronze—and the
origins of the materials (cast-offs from other works of
art) underline the ambiguous relationship between art,
commodity, and money. Equating the commodification of
art with the commodification of resources, the artist has
produced a visualized examination of the connection of
art to equity and economy. Considering the economic and
political implications of our dependence on oil, Morgana
King’s GoldmanSachs Dynasty, Bush Dynasty, Petrosapien
Dynasty, and Crudewar Dynasty (2008-2011) are modern
adaptations of Ming Dynasty ceramics. By reimagining
a common object —a gas can—that many New Orleans
residents used on their way out of town during Katrina
and Rita, the artist explores questions regarding the
ownership of resources. The work compels the viewer to
reflect on the demands of society and their impacts on the
environment.

S.O.S. Guilds, Tattfoo Tan

Everything You Own, Including the Shirt Off My Back, Mary Mattingly

Untitled, Ishmael Randall Weeks

Don’t Worry, Rachel Higgins

Untitled, Dan Steinhilber

Gumption (Bricklayer with Variation), Michael Booker
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Haul IXX, Katrín Sigurdardóttir

ground up, Julia von Eichel

Other artists in the exhibition, like Michael Booker, Jens
Praet, Cordy Ryman, and Dan Steinhilber engage in the
reuse of found materials. Jens Praet, a Belgian-born,
Florence-based designer, repurposes materials created for
mass consumption in limited edition works. With Shredded
Bench—White Documents (2011) and Shredded Bench—
Capitol File Edition (2011), he investigates new concepts of
fabrication and design and addresses concerns about the
amount of paper that is wasted globally. His works shape
the physical form of private and public spaces by linking
form and function. Michael Booker’s abstract compositions
are assemblages of discarded and reused materials,
arranged in patterns reminiscent of textile prints and
quilts. This enables the artist to create a symbiosis
of memory and time through the rearrangements of
fragments of recognizable objects from the home,
photographs, screenprints, and paint. In Gumption
(Bricklayer with Variation) (2011), the configuration of
reused visual content into quilt-like patterns serves as a
reminder of a long history of the necessity for material
reuse. Cordy Ryman’s large-scale work Kamco Wave (2010)
is composed of repurposed materials like wood and paint.
These common materials are manipulated to create an
abstract tactile surface and a spatial experience, blending
the boundary between sculpture and painting. Through
the reduction and abstraction of details on the surface,
the artist articulates a new pictorial vocabulary—and
creates a direct relationship between the viewer and
the immediate environment. Dan Steinhilber also uses
commonplace and found materials to create aesthetically
compelling compositions and sculptures. His kinetic work
Untitled (2009), featuring a trashcan, trash bags, and a
fan, investigates physical boundaries, creates a rhythm
of emptiness and form, and highlights the reversible and
temporary nature of art, making the invisible visible.
Also represented are artistic projects that inscribe the
act of reuse with more ecologically pointed messages.
The production of Mary Mattingly’s Everything You Own,
Including the Shirt Off My Back (ongoing) involved collecting
used cardboard boxes at Artisphere to reinstall a work
that captures the contradictions between mobility and

accumulation. As an allegory of containment, Mattingly’s
work is a social commentary on what has become a
mandate to reduce our carbon footprint. Could I imagine
a future where my belongings are limited to as much as
I can carry? Unlikely in this life, but what is possible is to
reduce necessities to a minimum and thereby contribute to
the reduction of the amount of greenhouse gases produced
as a by-product of manufacturing. In Everything You Own,
Including the Shirt Off My Back, complex and contradictory
as life itself, the artist speaks to our obsession to collect
and often horde; where “baggage” is both visual pun
and hyperbole.
S.O.S. Guilds (2011) by artist Tattfoo Tan, is an art project
and strategy that reframes the viewer’s relationship to his
or her daily surroundings. Tan continues a long tradition in
contemporary art in which the artist invites the viewer to
participate and engage by completing the artist’s work. By
asking visitors to sign a Sustainable Organic Stewardship
pledge—vowing to engage in sustainable practices—the
artist creates a dialogue and encourages viewers to alter
their perceptions of a familiar environment, while making
connections with a larger community. Reaching out to
another local community, of birds, and making a different
kind of pledge is Tom Greaves’ Heart of Hearts (2011), a
sculptural heart of birdseed, consisting of berries, nuts,
and seeds, which are an offering to the birds. This heart
hangs from a shepherd’s hook which is rooted in a planter.
As the birds eat the seeds, they will fertilize the planter’s
grasses below the bird seed heart, transforming a minilandscape on Artisphere’s outdoor terrace. Greaves sees
the heart “as a vessel to be laid bare, exposing everything,
expecting nothing,” and a carrier of many things like love,
hate, and, at times, the weight of the world.
A visible measure of environmental conditions is
landscape, where losses, transformations, and growth can
be experienced on a human scale. Katrín Sigurdardóttir’s
Haul IXX (2009) is a shipping container that opens to
reveal a landscape based on a composite of the artist’s
recollection of landscapes she has experienced through
her life and travels. Haul IXX is from a series of sculpted,
portable landscapes that can be reconfigured as a group
or individually depending on how the Hauls are pieced
together. Each piece of landscape lends itself to the
viewer’s projection in which notions of loss of landscape,
its attempted preservation, and portability can be
interpreted. Here at Artisphere, the Haul’s landscape is
dwarfed by the viewer. Also playing with scale is Carlos
Bunga’s Cut (2002) which is a brief, looping video of a
painted cardboard house that the artist slices open. Cut
is a miniature of Bunga’s signature painted cardboard
room-sized installations, and collapses the notion of home
with the basic unit of shipping. In his larger, related works,
like Metamorphosis at the Miami Art Museum in 2009,
Bunga installs a cardboard architectural construction in a
gallery space with cardboard sections that he cuts down
as a performance, dragging away the guts of his makeshift
architecture, revealing a color field painting of cardboard
ruins. Bunga’s simple gesture of cutting acknowledges
the provisional nature of housing, and inevitable need for
mobility. Together, Sigurdardóttir and Bunga’s projects
point to an environmental necessity for transportability.
Adding a layer of meaning to the global landscape is Jane
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